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Executive Summary

Apple Stock Price VS SP500 in 5 Years

Business Summary
Apple Inc. designs, manufactures, and markets mobile
communication and media devices, personal computers, and
portable digital music players worldwide. The company also
sells related software, services, accessories, networking
solutions, and third-party digital content and applications. In
addition, it offers various Apple-branded and third-party
Mac-compatible and iOS-compatible accessories, including
headphones, cases, displays, storage devices, and various
other connectivity and computing products and supplies. The
company sells and delivers digital content and applications
through the iTunes Store, App Store, iBooks Store, and Mac
App Store; and sells its products through its retail stores,
online stores, and direct sales force, as well as through thirdparty cellular network carriers, wholesalers, retailers, and
value-added resellers. It serves consumers, and small and
mid-sized businesses, as well as education, enterprise, and
government customers.

Investment Thesis
On September 30, 2013, Apple
surpassed Coca-Cola to become the
world’s most valuable brand in the
Omnicom Group’s “Best Global
Brands” report. Apple, as one of the
largest
electric
products
manufacturers and providers in the
world, always has the capability and
innovation to lead people’s life. Also,
as the economic expansion continues,
people will be willing to spend money
on the new Iphone product because
of the brand recognition. These macro
factors will benefit the Apple, Inc.
Besides, the stock is undervalued
around 45% based on free cash flow
projected valuation respectively.

Top Trends for the Technology Sector

Business analytics

Socially enabled business processes

Advances in sensors, display technologies,
and devices are enabling companies to
monitor people, entities, behaviors, events,
and objects. Companies will use data
originating from these and other technologies to apply new analytic, statistical and
computational modeling techniques.

Social collaboration tools are making
their debut in the HR and sourcing
functions, far outside their original home
in marketing, sales and service. Forwardthinking organizations are designing and
managing business processes to create
engaged and empowered organizations.

Mobile customer engagement

Wearable computing (device)

Mobile is the center of the consumer’s
universe. To meet consumers in their mobile
worlds, companies are providing compelling,
customer-centered products and services.
They are elevating and expanding their
mobile strategies with investments in
disruptive technologies such as sensors,
biometrics, Bluetooth, analytics and social
media.

Embedded and wearable sensors are
gaining the most ground in areas such as
wellness, fitness and beauty that require
little or no regulatory approvals and no
clinical validation. Great examples are the
many consumer-oriented devices that
monitor physical activity.

Competitive Advantage
1. Business Strategy
Before returning to Apple, Steve Jobs said: “Apple was a company that was based on
innovation. When I left Apple ten years ago, we were ten years ahead of everybody else.”
Apple’s business strategy leverages its unique ability to design and develop its own operating
systems, hardware, application software, and services to provide its customers new products
and solutions with superior ease-of-use, seamless integration, and innovative design. Known
for its innovation, Apple has established a unique reputation in the consumer electronics
industry and has a loyal customer base for reasons as diverse as its philosophy of aesthetic
design to its unusual advertising campaigns. The company believes a high-quality buying
experience greatly enhances its ability to attract and retain customers.

2. Pricing Strategy
Apple attempts to increase market demand for its products through differentiation, which
entails making its products unique and attractive to consumers. The company’s products have
always been designed to be ahead of the curve compared to its peers. Apple has succeeded
in creating demand for its products, giving the company power over prices through product
differentiation, innovative advertising, ensured brand loyalty, and hype around the launch of
new products. Apple uses a retail strategy called “minimum advertised price” (or MAP).
Minimum advertised pricing policies prohibit resellers or dealers from advertising a
manufacturer’s products below a certain minimum price. MAP is usually enforced through
marketing subsidies offered by a manufacturer to its resellers. Apple’s cheapest products are
usually priced in the mid-range, but they ensure a high-quality user experience with their
features. The hardware and user interface are designed to provide a lot of value for the price,
which keeps profits high. Meanwhile, a company can charge a premium price as long as it has
a competitive advantage.

3. Vertical Integration
Vertical integration has given Apple a competitive advantage, as it owns chip manufacturers,
controls manufacturing, follows extremely strict software standards, and operates in a nearly
closed ecosystem of proprietary retail stores. With these advantages, the company has more
control of its value chain and, more importantly, its component costs. Apple is known to have
the most popular, addictive, and tightly
integrated ecosystem of all technology
companies. Applications work on
multiple devices at the same time—even
with a single purchase—and user
interfaces are very similar across devices.
Currently, Google, Microsoft, and
Amazon have entered the fray by setting
up their own ecosystems, including
devices, books, games, music, media, and
storage services. However, Apple had a

head start with the success of its iPods, iTunes software, and iTunes Store, and Apple was also
one of the pioneers of touchscreen technology in phones. Apple’s App Store recorded more
than $15 billion in sales in 2014, as the company announced. Its unique vertical system will be
critical to drive future business opportunities for them.

4. Supply Chain Analysis
Apple’s products and components are
manufactured by a number of suppliers
around the world. Apple has built a
closed ecosystem, with the company
having control over nearly every activity
in the supply chain—from design to
retail. It has outsourced its assembly for
economic reasons but has also partnered
with manufacturing companies that
understand that Apple’s products
require different techniques and
approaches, which often must be
accommodated by very little lead time. Apple uses some custom components that aren’t
commonly used by its competitors, and Apple’s new products often use custom components
available from only one source. A recent Bloomberg report said Apple is investing a record
$10.5 billion in new technology—from assembly robots to milling machines—in its supply
chain to improve sales that have been slowing due to competition.

Risk Factors

1. Android and Windows competition in the smartphones and
tablets
2. Carriers continue to lengthen replacement cycles and begin
to lower subsidies as smartphone penetration matures in
developed markets
3. Regulatory and legal risk as Apple gains profit share
momentum in mobile devices
4. Weak global consumer demand

Valuation (Free Cash Flow Model)
ASSUMPTION
1) Growth period: 8 years
We carefully watched the growth period for a typical information technology device providers in the past
and we found that 7-8 years should be an appropriate number for the growth period in this model.
2) Revenue Growth Rate:
We hold a very conservative opinion about the revenue growth in
the following years. Although there is an estimation around 23.66%
of growth from FY2014 to FY2015 because of the strong sales
performance of IPhone 6 and6 plus globally, we believe this high rate
is not sustainable because of the nature of the mobile phone market.
Besides, it takes time for the market to penetrate the new APPLE
products such Apple Watch and Apple Mac. We designed a gradual decreasing rate model for better
estimation of the revenue growth during the growth period.
3) Profitability
We also assume that because of the market competition and structural change for the product, the gross
margin will be decreasing for the second half of the growth period (from previous 35% to 30%). Also, we
think it is reasonable for the company to have more spending on the operating expense because of the
sales and advertising as well as the R&D expense. Besides, the tax rate and the interest rate will remain
the same.
4) Roe/Financial Leverage
From multiple reliable resource, we found the current level of ROE is higher than the normal average.
Based on that, we decreased ROE gradually from 25% to 20% for the first 5 years and from 20% to 15% in
the next three years. Meanwhile, we assume the financial leverage remains during all the growth period
for we cannot find any indications which is reasonable enough for us to change.

5) Long Term Growth rate
3.0% is the best number for us to decide for the technology industry’s long term growth rate.
6) Cost of Capital
The current weighted average cost of capital of APPLE is 8.3%. We believe it is changeable and average
WACC for the industry is 9.7%. For the conservative estimation, we tend to use 10% as our discount rate.
Also, we made a sensitivity analysis with the consideration for cost of capital and long term.

PRESENTATION
Based on the previous assumptions, we could reasonably made the projected income statement and cash
flow statement to show future performance of the company.

After we got all the above, we can discount the projected future cash flow and use the current
outstanding shares number to calculate the intrinsic value per share.
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